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A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the 11th President of India, is also popularly known as the Missile
Man. Check out this biography to know about his childhood, family life, achievements
and other facts related to his life.
This book is an account of how Dr. Kalam visualizes Information and Communication
Technology mining the rural talent. Here, Dr. Kalam presents his dream of schools in
India at 2020 as symbiotic nerve centres connecting teachers, students and community;
personifying knowledge that exists in the world. He also makes a clarion call to
accelerate the process of societal transformation. This would involve raising the
standards of governance and safeguarding the sanctity of public institutions. The book
uses the metaphor of a tree to describe the process of knowledge bearing fruits of
prosperity in the contemporary globalized world where different phases, formative, adult
working life, and post-50 experienced senior citizens, call for different kinds of learning.
The book refers to a contextual contribution of a large number of Indian scientists and
artists and proves that there is no age bar to blossom. He advocates creation of
conditions that favour growth of diverse individual talents akin to a garden and calls for
a scientific mind-set guided by conscience, consensus and by actions that take our
social and moral values into account in building our own systems.
Will robots take over the world? When will we meet aliens? How are memories stored
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inside the brain? Join Dr A.P.J. Kalam on a fascinating quest to explore the realm of
science and technology, its extraordinary achievements and its impact on our lives in
the days to come. Co-written with Srijan Pal Singh, this book features exciting and
cutting-edge career paths in areas such as robotics, aeronautics, neurosciences,
pathology, paleontology and material sciences . . . in other words, careers that are
going to make a difference in the future. The result of extensive research, this book
offers a plethora of ground-breaking ideas that will make youngsters think out of the
box. Filled with anecdotes, conversations, experiments and even inputs from leading
scientists, Reignited is the perfect handbook that is bound to create a spark for science
among students, youth and science enthusiasts.
Wings of FireAn AutobiographyUniversities Press
In this ground-breaking vision document, first published in 1998, Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
and Y.S. Rajan offer a blueprint for India to be counted among the world’s top five
economic powers by the year 2020. They cite growth rates and development trends to
show that the goal is not unrealistic. Past successes—the green revolution and satellitebased communication linking remote regions of the country, for instance—bear them out.
The same sense of purpose can make us a prosperous, strong nation in a matter of
years, assert Kalam and Rajan. This is a book that every citizen who hopes for a better
India must read.
Mission India: A Vision For Indian Youth has been written with the intention of
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challenging the Indian youth to bring about a positive change in the country by 2020.
Kalam starts off by telling the readers that there has never been a time in Indian history
such as this, where the nation has 540 million youth and 20 million Indians across the
globe. He also states that several developed countries have directed their efforts
towards setting up research centers across the country, which has benefited scientists,
engineers, and professionals from various spheres. Kalam and Rajan tell the readers
about their goal to make India one among the five top economic powers in the world by
2020. In the beginning of this book, Kalam presents the readers with a question as to
whether India can become a developed country. He then provides insights into the
current situation in the country, and explains that this goal is a realistic one. In the
subsequent chapters, Kalam and Rajan begin to examine the five industries that need
to become reasonably self-sufficient in the coming years, and each chapter tells the
readers what can be done to bring a positive change in each industry. They also tell the
readers about the current education system in the country, and the latest technology
that can be used to improve the quality of education. The readers are also given
insights into the present healthcare industry and infrastructural system, which are
trademarks of a developed nation. Kalam and Rajan conclude by telling every individual
and organization about the role they can play in transforming the nation by 2020
Collection of lectures delivered by eminent Indian personalities on the President, Dr
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam's vision for developed India.
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A.P.J Abdul Kalam is not only a leader but a phenomenon. He offered great hope to smalltown boys and girls. He inspired them to seek Greatness. He often played multiple roles
throughout his life. He was a Grandfather, teacher, scientist, President of India and many
more. His story has been told and heard before. He touched millions of people. Many of them
have an anecdote up in their sleeves. He kept his family away from his public life. But he was
rooted in family. He made sure he attended weddings, kept track of growing children and filled
their days with love. The author is a Grand Nephew of Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and had a
chance to grow up in front of his eyes. In this book, his Grand Nephew Gulaam Khwaja
Moinudeen recounts the various roles played by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam in his life. He tries to
show the multi-talented People's President of India in a different light. The roles played by Dr.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam right from Missile Man to Great-Grand father are heart-touching as well as
thought-provoking. This book provides a chance to get one more step closer to the life of Dr.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. It also provides a chance to take a dive into the Greatness of a special
human being.
This book brings out the role and importance of technology for the nation’s development and
is presented here as a roadmap which will benefit students and youth to contribute in achieving
missions leading to Developed India. It also identifies the role of Indians working in fields like
design, manufacturing, healthcare, agriculture, education, law, information and communication
technology, administration and so on. Also, the book will be of interest to the great Indian
family, including NRIs and NGOs for participating in Nation building.
Greatness is not by accident. Greatness is a quality processed, honed and learnt over a
lifetime of learning and hard work. Great human beings are built when a curious mind is met
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with life changing lessons, often early in the childhood. Just like the nature and quality of a tree
is decided by the characteristic of the seed and how it is sown, the worth of a human life is
shaped in the early stage of childhood. Often these life teachings as a growing up child,
transform into the values which set the boundaries of one’s adult actions and govern one’s
decisions. We all know Dr. Kalam as an eminent teacher, an excellent President, an exception
scientist, a talented rocket scientist, a team man, an institution builder and a man of ethics and
integrity. But what went behind the scenes, in the formative days of “Little Kalam” which
shaped him slowly but surely into Dr. Kalam – the man we remember and admire. This books
aspires to take you in this early history of childhood of Kalam tracking “Little Kalam” as he
begins his first steps into the sands of Rameshwaram – which one day will translate into a
march to the Rashtrapati Bhawan.
The definitive biography of India's most loved leader and scientist Aeronautical engineer,
rocket scientist, missile man, visionary, teacher and the most inspiring head of state in living
memory - Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam was all these and more. Unquestionably the
most revered Indian leader since Mahatma Gandhi, he transcended all the boundaries and
obstacles that came his way in the course of a remarkable life; and he did so with grace and
humility.Arun Tiwari tells Dr Kalam's life story with a deep understanding of his formative
experiences and character and reveals him as a man personifying all the glory and paradoxes
of his nation: secular and religious; exalted and humble; schooled and unaffected; dynamic
and calm; scientific and spiritual - an Indian above all.
India 2020 is about to become a reality. Are we ready? As Dr Kalam and Y.S. Rajan had
contended in their landmark vision document, India 2020, India has steadily moved towards
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becoming one of the top five economic powers in the twenty-first century. India’s growth story
has seen new opportunities and emerging technologies that make faster and more inclusive
growth viable. In Beyond 2020, Kalam and Rajan argue that a renewed policy focus is now
needed for agriculture, manufacturing, mining, the chemicals industry, healthcare and
infrastructure to invigorate these sectors and boost economic growth. India can still make it to
the list of developed nations in a decade. This timely book provides an action plan for that
transformation.
The first part deals with the concept of inner experience – thoughts, emotions, feelings,
perception and knowledge among their things. In the second part, the essence of some great
souls is presented – people who lived in different eras and who could offer to mankind a
movement forward in the most selfless manner. In the Third and the concluding part the book
describes the journey of the soul and its various manifestations as the unfolding of an eternal
essence.
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam, The Son Of A Little-Educated Boat-Owner In
Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, Had An Unparalled Career As A Defence Scientist, Culminating In
The Highest Civilian Award Of India, The Bharat Ratna. As Chief Of The Country`S Defence
Research And Development Programme, Kalam Demonstrated The Great Potential For
Dynamism And Innovation That Existed In Seemingly Moribund Research Establishments.
This Is The Story Of Kalam`S Rise From Obscurity And His Personal And Professional
Struggles, As Well As The Story Of Agni, Prithvi, Akash, Trishul And Nag--Missiles That Have
Become Household Names In India And That Have Raised The Nation To The Level Of A
Missile Power Of International Reckoning.
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Wisdom and inspiration from India’s best-loved president My India: Ideas for the Future is a
collection of excerpts from Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s speeches in his post-presidency years.
Drawn from Dr Kalam’s addresses to parliaments, universities, schools and other institutions
in India and abroad, they include his ideas on science, nation-building, poverty, compassion
and self-confidence. Dr Kalam draws on the lives of stalwarts such as Marie Curie and Dr
Vikram Sarabhai to encourage and inspire his young readers. Through these speeches, he
shares many valuable lessons in humility, resilience and determination, and leads children to
think, grow and evolve. A project very close to his heart, Dr Kalam’s last book for children is a
road map for every child to pursue their dreams, to be the best they can be, leading to the
realization of a better India.
A compilation of questions and answers on building a progressive India.
Gathers quotations and brief selections about happiness, faith, courage, confidence, selfdiscipline, love, hope, family life and contentment
Pramukh Swamiji Maharaj, one of the most inspiring spiritual figures of modern times and the
fifth spiritual successor of Bhagwan Swaminarayan, became a friend of the eleventh president
of India, Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. Together they created an unparalleled spirituality-science
fellowship. In Roohdaar, Dr Kalam and Arun Tiwari map a journey of self-realization reflected
in the eyes of Pramukh Swamiji, painting a delightful fusion of spirituality, science and
leadership. Through the life of Pramukh Swamiji and the history of the Swaminarayan mission,
Dr Kalam traces the great rise of the Indian diaspora across the world. Drawing from the lives
of great scientists and creative leaders, the book captures the spiritual essence of all religions
and is a a tribute to the multi-faith Indian society.
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It was like any other day on the Anna University campus in Chennai. I had delivered a lecture
'Vision to Mission' and the session got extended from one hour to two. I had lunch with a group
of research students and went back to class. As I was returning to my rooms in the evening the
vice-chancellor, Prof. A. Kalanidhi, fell in step with me. Someone had been frantically trying to
get in touch with me through the day, he said. Indeed, the phone was ringing when I entered
the room. When I answered, a voice at the other end said, 'The prime minister wants to talk
with you ...' Some months earlier, I had left my post as principal scientific adviser to the
government of India, a Cabinet-level post, to return to teaching. Now, as I spoke to the PM,
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, my life was set for an unexpected change. Turning Points takes up the
incredible Kalam story from where Wings of Fire left off. It brings together details from his
career and presidency that are not generally known as he speaks out for the first time on
certain points of controversy. It offers insight not only into an extraordinary personality but also
a vision of how a country with a great heritage can become great in accomplishment, skills and
abilities through effort, perseverance and confidence. It is a continuing saga, above all, of a
journey, individual and collective, that will take India to 2020 and beyond as a developed
nation.
A book in memory of the country’s most loved teacher. Dr Kalam is often remembered as a
teacher par excellence, whose words, thoughts and very life were lessons in many ways. This
book is dedicated by his student Srijan Pal Singh, who worked closely with him, right till the last
day of his life. Recollecting his mentor’s values, oaths and messages to the youth, Srijan
beautifully shares the lessons Dr Kalam taught beyond the classroom. A peek into his daily
routine, travels, reflections on various national and international issues, anecdotes and quips,
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this book helps readers get up-close and personal with the greatest Indian of contemporary
times. Featuring many little-known stories and never-before-seen photographs, as well as
certain expressions that were classic Dr Kalam, this heart-warming memoir will inspire and
enlighten, immortalizing the words and actions of a beloved leader.
On the way from Delhi to Jaunpur in eastern Uttar Pradesh is the dusty town of Badshahpur.
Even in this nondescript settlement, people receive money via mobile transfer from family
members working in distant cities. There are computer training centres offering diploma
courses in Bhojpuri, Hindi and English. Here is an example of India's numerous remote towns
that have skipped the stage of basic learning and landed straight into digital literacy as they
strive to keep up with the times. In his last book, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, writing with Srijan Pal
Singh, draws upon examples ranging from entrepreneurship in places like Badshahpur to a
sophisticated missile programme like Agni to show how it can be 'Advantage India' in the final
lap of the journey to 2020-the landmark year by which he had envisioned the country could
transform into an economic power. How can the new initiatives-such as Make in India, Swachh
Bharat, smart cities and skill development for the youth-be used to unleash the country's vast
potential? Advantage India offers the answer-a movement driven by every home and school to
educate the new generation and give a fresh meaning to citizenship.

Collections of President Abdul Kalam's speeches and addresses on diverse topics.
In this moving collection of poems, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam takes us into his world, full of
simplicity and beauty, understanding and compassion. Kalam’s love for the country
hines through as he inspires us and urges us to break the barriers of caste, religion and
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language. He wonders at God’s creation in his paeans to nature, while imparting a
deeply personal touch to his observations of human relationships. The Life Tree is an
intimate introduction to Kalam the man, his life and his inspirational thoughts.
What is it that we as a nation are missing? Why, given all our skills, resources and
talents, do we settle so often for the ordinary instead of striving to be the best? At the
heart of Ignited Minds is an irresistible premise: that people do have the power, through
hard work, to realize their dream of a truly good life. Kalam’s vision document of
aspiration and hope motivates us to unleash the dormant energy within India and guide
the country to greatness.
Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam had a great belief in the power of the youth. He met over 21
million children and young people in India and outside and spoke to them about the
power of knowledge, ambition, moral behavior and the need to bring about change in
society. He travelled to almost every corner of the country meeting the youth in schools,
universities and institutions and interacted with them like a committed teacher. In
Learning How to Fly some of his nearly 2, 000 lectures have been compiled. These
lectures were addressed to teachers and students in school and beyond. In each one of
them he has spoken about preparing oneself best for life, to identify and overcome
challenges and how to bring out the best within each individual. Through stories from
his own life, those of his teachers and mentors as well as stories of some of the
greatest men and women of the world and the latest developments in science and
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technology, he shows us the importance of dreams and the hard work needed to turn
those dreams into reality. Filled with warmth, inspiration and a positive attitude,
Learning How to Fly is essential reading for every Indian, young and old.
Inspiring Quotations by Indian President Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
Dr APJ Kalam abolished the practice of having a larger chair for the Rashtrapati on a
dias when attending any function He regularly read both the Quran and the Geeta and
played the veena and wrote poetry in his spare time His favourite Mahabharata
character was Vidura because he had the courage to differ and fight injustice in a
peaceful manner Caliph Umar, Mahatma Gandhi, Albert Einstein, Emperor Ashoka and
Abraham Lincoln were the five greatest human beings to have lived on this earth
according to Dr Kalam The author, SM Khan,acquaints us with lesser known facts and
stories which went towards making the great Dr Kalam the 'People's President'. SM
Khan was presssecretarytothelateAPJAbdulKalam and shared a unique relationship
with the unusual President. The first state visit made by Dr Kalam in 2002 after
swearing in as President was to Gujrat where he was received at the airport by the then
Chief Minister and now Prime Minister of India, Mr Narendra Modi. Together they
visited nine riot-torn areas and three relief camps. Details of this visit as well as those to
the other states in India and various trips abroad in the course of his Presidency are
captured in this book in a manner that is engaging and informative. Interspersed with
interesting anecdotes and happenings, this comprehensive compendium of Dr Kalam's
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experiences as the President of India finally culminate in his post-presidency days with
SM Khan's last poignant meeting with Dr Kalam just a few days before his passing
away. A must read for both fans and those who wish to know more about the People's
President, Dr APJ Kalam.
A definitive collection that brings together the best of A.P.J. Abdul Kalam's writings. Dr.
Kalam, who was India's eleventh President and has been a scientist and a teacher, has
written more than twenty books. Ranging from inspirational and spiritual thoughts, to
autobiographical reflections to his vision statements for a developed India, these works
bear the imprint of a mind that is deeply reflective. For the first time, some of the most
thoughtful, inspiring and educative of these writings have been compiled in one place in
The Righteous Life. Some of the essays in this volume describe his early life, family
and teachers and his entry into the world of scientific development and research. Also
included are his thoughts on education, governance, probity in public life and his
analysis and solutions to some of India's problems such as corruption, energy
independence and the overall development of the country. Filled with wisdom and
farsighted thinking that upholds honesty, diligence and spirituality, the Righteous Life
showcases the working of one of the finest minds in the country.
What makes a nation great? Is it simply economic prosperity and military strength -- or
something more? What is it that we as a nation require to make that last-mile journey to
what all the plans, investments and projects are meant to lead up to? It is only a matter
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of time before India is termed economically developed. But a nation has to learn to
survive in tough times too. And for that what is most important is national character,
born out of the value systems that exist in our families, what schools teach students,
and the culture of the nation. In Pathways to Greatness, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam shifts
focus from the economic development of India by 2020 to the development of our
strengths, offering key lessons that will help India withstand the forces of change. He
identifies what makes a nation great and also compares the standards of living of other
nations with India's. He draws on his travels and his interactions with people. He
evolves unique oaths for citizens from all walks of life to ensure that a better life
becomes possible for everyone.In the book he completed just a few months before he
passed away in 2015, one of India's best-known icons writes how our nation can
become a leader on the pathways to greatness.
On the life and achievements of Avul Pakir Jainulabudeen Abdul Kalam, b. 1931,
President of India and architect of missile technology in India.
It was like any other day on the Anna University campus in Chennai. As I was returning
to my room in the evening, the vice-chancellor, Prof. A. Kalanidhi, fell in step with
me.Someone had been frantically trying to get in touch with me through the day, he
said. Indeed, the phone was ringing when I entered the room.When I answered, a voice
at the other end said, 'The prime minister wants to talk with you.' Some months earlier, I
had left my post as Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of India to return to
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teaching. Now, as I spoke to the PM, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, my life was set for an
unexpected change.Turning Points takes up the incredible Kalam story from where
Wings of Fire left off. It brings together details from his career and presidency that are
not generally known as he speaks out for the first time on certain points of controversy.
It is a continuing saga, above all, of a journey - individual and collective - that will take
India to 2020 and beyond as a developed nation.
Inspirational stories from the life of the author.
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